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I was born in Washington DC, and grew up in the suburbs in Maryland. After graduating from college at
Marshall University with a degree in Parks and Recreation Management I returned to Maryland managing
multiple recreation facilities such as pools, ice rinks,
golf courses and even an airport. I always had an interest in gardening and spent as much time as I could
working on my own gardens while working on my career. When I retired in 2005, I moved to Greenwood SC and had more
time to devote to gardening and became a master gardener and even convinced my husband Rick to become a master gardener I loved working
on many garden projects in Greenwood especially the topiary project.
Each year we would plant flowers in the topiaries such as elephants, giraffes, monkeys and even a safari Jeep.
I moved to Florida in 2017 living in the RV oriented community of The
Great Outdoors. Having just a small yard with little opportunity to do
much gardening I became a FL master gardener and to further my knowledge of native
FL plants I joined the Sea Rockets in 2019,
and became the treasurer. I look forward to
continuing to learn more about native FL
plants and promote their use in gardens
throughout the county.

NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMER
The articles written for the Sea Rocket Chapter of the Florida Native Plant Society
by their members are the views, opinions and shared experiences of the authors.
They do not reflect the opinions and beliefs of the Florida Native Plant Society
organization.
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New spurt in our programmatic growth is establishment of
Sea Rocket Sprouts Troop, a child centric outdoor experiential
learning (and by child we mean the literal as well as the inner:)
While we do some botany / natural history, the focus is on appreciation of plants and intentional remembering how deeply we
belong to this planet. We aspire to ignite love and awe for wild
places, in times where just about everything else can be
Googled. To that end, we turn to learning through storytelling
and sensory awareness, adults and kids of all ages are integrated and participating equally in exploration and activities. We
plan to hold this event quarterly, celebrating the wheel of the
year, meeting on Spring and Fall equinoxes and Winter and
Summer solstices. Our pilot event happened June 21st - 12
children and their adults showed up! That's almost a prepandemic turnout! We had live entertainment, our very own
Laura played her ukulele and sang songs, then we hit the trail.
We were having a great time, but momma Nature had other
plans...we learned about three plants and got chased out of the
trail by lightning and winds…until next time!
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The Cocoa Conservation Area Aspires to Meet A Noble Purpose
July 2021 (page 1 of 2)
By: Ron Chicone
Located in the northern portion of the City of Cocoa, FL on the western edge of the Atlantic Coastal
Ridge, the 160-acre Cocoa Conservation Area
(CCA) was acquired by the the City of Cocoa back
in the early 2000s. It is truly a hidden treasure that
few people know exists. Its preservation was made
possible with funding from Florida Communities
Trust (FCT) when the City of Cocoa recognized that
there was “a lack of open space and recreational
land within its jurisdiction.” What a great job they
did in setting aside this unique, largely undisturbed
assemblage of native Florida ecosystems located in
one of the fastest developing urban areas in the
country. The potential for restoring hi-quality habitat
smack in the middle of civilization is rare. This land
could once again be a home for endangered species like the Florida Scrub-jay, gopher tortoise,
scrub lizard, and Eastern Indigo snake. The position of this property along the Atlantic Coastal
Ridge would provide a stopover along the Eastern
Flyway and a “stepping stone” for scrub-jays dispersing to other natural areas along the Florida
coast. Other unique features of the land here are
the old-growth live oaks, the large blueberry patches and the extensive wetland system known as
Mud Lake.
There is a great Management Plan for the preserve written
by the City of Cocoa in 2003. According to that plan the
purpose is to “preserve natural open space in the developed and urban portion of the northwestern area of the City
of Cocoa,” with key objectives that include: to “conserve
native communities and their associated faunal connectivity, restore degraded communities, and ensure quality habitat.” But these noble conservation goals have not yet been
achieved. The City has created a wonderful trail head on
Cocoa Bay Blvd with a picnic shelter, parking and restroom
facilities, and there are unofficial trails through the property,
but that is where the progress in developing this conservation land appears to have stalled. There is amazing potential at the CCA, but the City may not have the resources or
mandate to achieve it.
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The Cocoa Conservation Area Aspires to Meet A Noble Purpose (Cont)
(page 2 of 2)
Land management in Florida is critical. Whether it’s a lawn
or a natural forest, it must be properly managed or the results will be less than desirable. As native plant enthusiasts,
we know that two primary management needs of any natural area are invasive species control and prescribed fire.
Fire, to one degree or another, is a part of most Florida
landscapes, even wetlands. In late May, lightning struck a
large slash pine and started a wildfire deep in the forests of
the CCA. By chance, Florida Forest Service personnel driving on I-95 spotted the wildfire soon after it started and deployed firefighters to the scene. One of the Forest Service’s
jobs is to stop wildfires as fast as possible, and their primary weapon is not water; it’s dirt. Using a bulldozer with an
attached fire plow they attacked the CCA fire by ripping through the forest, pushing aside trees and
shrubs and plowing out a deep trench with piles of dirt on each side because fire can’t burn through
dirt. After plowing out a perimeter to contain the fire the plowline was widened to create access for
fire engines. A wildfire under extreme environmental conditions can explode and destroy anything
in its path including homes and businesses. However, this wildfire only burned about half an acre
before it was stopped, and it stayed mostly in the shrub layer. If it had gotten into drier areas of the
preserve it could have been difficult to control.

However, the price for controlling this fire was the loss of a large swath of forest, hydrologic alterations and extensive soil disturbance. It was a bad day for the CCA and there will be lots more bad
days if the property is not managed due to the loss of habitat from continued fire suppression and
the risk of future uncontrollable wildfires. That’s just the way it is in Florida.
Florida’s climate, as the nursery industry knows, makes it a wonderful place to grow all kinds of exotic plants from other parts of the world. However, those plants don’t always behave themselves
and stay where they are planted. “Escaped from cultivation” is how botanists phrase it. The CCA
has many escapees, the most egregious among them, at least in the upland areas, seem to be
Brazilian pepper and cogon grass. Controlling these invasives requires dedicated and experienced
personnel; volunteers alone are insufficient.
People are an integral part of the equation when preserving natural areas. The forest needs us as
much as we need the forest. Good land management takes into account that humans have been a
part of the landscape for thousands of years in Florida. Native people didn’t just live in nature, they
understood nature and employed it to get the things they needed, like more wild foods, more game,
easier travel and places to build villages. Our natural areas have adapted to this mutualistic relationship and today we must continue to be involved with nature if we want to create and sustain
healthy ecosystems.
If you would like to find out more, or help with the Cocoa Conservation Area, contact Gregg Stoll,
City of Cocoa volunteer. He has been working to take care of the preserve by helping protect the
facilities, improve the trails, advocate for habitat restoration, and increase awareness of this special
place. Gregg can be reached by email at <stoll@brevard.net>
JULY 2021
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Spider Wort,

Tradescantia ohiensis
By David Humphrey
The spider wort is a common Florida Native
plant. It is common because it can prosper
just about anywhere. Its one weakness is
lack of salt tolerance, even by salty wind.
Sorry barrier Islands. It will take partial
shade to full hot Florida sun, from moist soil
to dry, parched sandy soil, but no salt please.
It is a shocking blue, most often, with an occasional plant with pale blue, almost white
blooms.
The spider wort blooms early morning and
will drop its flowers by days end, but it is a
profuse bloomer and will grace your garden
with new blooms daily in the hottest and driest weather.
Planted en masse the spider wort is stunning. It is a short-lived perennial, but I would
be hard put to prove it. It spreads by seed and can become weedy. I have it growing in
my yard, I did not plant it there either. I mow it over and it grows back and will bloom
again on shorter stalks. I have tried to pull up some spider wort plants in the past and
have never succeeded. The leaves will break off before the roots come out. When the
plant is dug up it has lily like roots. It transplants easily. The leaves and stem are considered fleshy, somewhat like a succulent. When young plants appear, they look more
like grass. I have seen several types of pollinators enjoying the spider wort plant. As
the plant ages it becomes more grizzled. The stem becomes too heavy and can fall
over and the leaves will show signs of aging.
To renew the plant to its original vigor simply cut
it down and let it regrow new healthy leaves and
bloom stalks. The spider wort is an effortless
plant to grow, it has beautiful yet simple flowers
that pollinators will visit all summer long. Its dark
side? The spider wort can become a nuisance
in a more formal garden. It can also pop up in
your yard.
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The bright, orange globe mallow flower, which flourishes in the desert, has been likened to a refreshing grenadine summer drink.
That vivid flower blossom has a friend in the blue-eyed globe mallow flower bee (Diadasia diminuta). It loves gorging on pollen by
day and, strangely, curling up inside those same blossoms—in a
nectar-induced stupor, covered from head to toe in yellow pollen—
by night.
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Enchanted Forest Sanctuary (EFS) Grants Awarded:
Contact: Brittany Gillmor @ EFS 321-264-5185
or Lois Harris, Searocket Chapter FNPS 321-277-5741
#1
“2021 Viva Florida Landscape Demonstration Garden” $1,000.00 grant awarded from Florida Wildflower Foundation:
Brittany Gillmor, Naturalist at Enchanted Forest Sanctuary (EFS) has been awarded this grant May
15, 2021. EFS volunteers/staff and Searocket volunteers have begun working on the expansion
and enhancement of the Butterfly gardens around the education building. The gardens focus is to
demonstrate the beauty of Florida Native Plants in cultivated landscapes.
#2
“2021 FLEPPC’s Kathy Craddock Burks Education Grant” $1,000. Grant awarded from Florida Exotic Pest Plant Council (FLEPPC):
Erika Zibelnik, Naturalist at Enchanted Forest Sanctuary (EFS) was awarded this grant and in her
absence, Brittany Gillmor will be overseeing this “Brevard County EFS: Be the Change” project. The
focus is to educate Floridians about non-native invasive plants and their impacts on the natural areas and economy of Florida.
If you would like to participate in the following areas of these projects, site preparation, exotic pest
plant removal, planting, watering, installation, and / or maintenance, mark your calendars for the following scheduled dates:
Plant installations, any additional site preparation and/or exotic pest plant removal and/or maintenance begins; July 17, 18, 31 – 9:00am to 3:00pm
Additional scheduling will follow as these project progress………………..

Thank you for your participation!!
Brittany Gillmor, Naturalist EFS
and
Lois Harris, Searocket Chapter,
FNPS
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Pictures Wanted
by Kristina Jackson

Attention current and new members
I'm looking for pictures of your native yard or native plants in your yard you want to
show off in a PowerPoint presentation that will be running before meetings. Give me
the information you want included with your picture/pictures.
Send to: drpepperfn23@gmail.com
put searocket in subject line
Kristina Jackson- Vice President

LETTER FROM OUR COMMUNITY
Regarding a proposed Tree Protection Ordinance and
Low Impact Development Ordinance.
The City has drafted these ordinances and the Titusville
Environmental Commission and Planning and Zoning
Commission have been reviewing and recommending
strengthening the proposed ordinances.

July 20, 5:30-7:30 Council will hold a public Tree Protection Ordinance workshop to consider the recommendations
of TEC, P&Z, and the public.
August 10, 6:30 Council will consider approving the Tree Protection Ordinance and a first reading
of the Low Impact Development.
The more people who attend these two meetings and/or send public comment email
to city.agenda@titusville.com the better. Urge Council to adopt a strong Tree Protection Ordinance,
preserving the maximum amount of tree canopy as well as a mandatory Low Impact Development
ordinance to prevent further degradation to the Lagoon.
The efforts of citizens to remediate for the recent sewage spill have come to fruition. This morning
18 sabal palms were delivered to Sand Point Park for planting at the Park to reduce polluted stormwater discharge into the Lagoon. As well, volunteers planted mangroves along the Lagoon to absorb nutrients from the spill and stabilize the shoreline. See the pictures taken this morning at Sand
Point Park.
Thank you for all you
are doing for the natural resources of this
area.
Kay St. Onge, Titusville Tree Team
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Adopt-a-Highway, July 1
A thank you to Nancy for thinking to take a selfie. She
got all of us in one shot. Technology is wonderful, when
and if it works. Ingenuity is better.
But that is not all. After picking up 25 pounds of roadside trash along SR405, we stopped in front of a Jiffy
Mart to take a break and celebrate the find of the day.
Nancy found a piece of an exercise pad. I guess it is a
seasonal thing. In April Nancy found a plush reindeer antler with bling all over it. It
was closer to Christmas. Now in July
she found an exercise pad. There could
be something to this. One thing we noticed was that there were not as many
plastic bottles of water as on earlier
clean up dates.

I could not have asked for a better crew
to work with. The Adopt-a-Highway outreach is a bit of work, but the fellowship
Nancy, Elizabeth, Barbara, Dave
while walking and talking with friends
makes it very enjoyable. Besides the
mystery, and excitement of the “find of the day”, the Florida Department of Transportation appreciates our work and consistency by posting roadside signs acknowledging Sea Rocket in keeping our adopted piece of highway clean.
The project can support six people. We do not have the supplies needed for a crew
of eight. We start early to beat the heat and finish early to beat the rain. The total effort takes about an hour and a half. It is always a good time and we have never seen
any reptiles along the roadside.
Until next time in October we will once again go
forth and scour the roadsides for the unsightly cast
offs of civilization.
Dave says – “Put trash in its place.”
Mark your calendar for the
next Adopt-A-Highway
Clean up!
JULY 2021
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Native Nitch Garden
Submitted by Lois Harris

Rain Lily – Zephyranthes is a genus of lily in the Amaryllis family. Atamasco lily
is native to the southern U.S. Its onion-like bulb produces pointy green leaves
and white, lily-like blossoms that turn pink as they age. It grows naturally in wet
roadside ditches, river floodplains, low pastures and woods. Atamasco grows in
sun or light shade and prefers well-drained, humus-rich, sandy soil.
I had always wanted some of these lovely little plants. They are like little miracles, they know exactly when it rains which is the reason some call them “Rain
Lilies”. Well water won’t even trick them into blooming. I have it planted in my
back yard along my deck and west fence line where I have a down spout that
provides them with plenty of rain water. They only grow about a foot tall so they
are right up front. Since I planted them as bulbs instead of seeds I have benefited with blossoms my first year. They are considered short-lived perennials, however, they produce bulbs and seeds to continue propagation. Bulbs are easily
divided and seeds take a little longer for the blossoms to appear. Rain lily bulbs
require little care from us and can be left in the ground through our mild winters.
The blooms do attract pollinators. Birds and small animals may also eat the
seedpods.
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The Enchanted Forest Sanctuary Education Center
444 Columbia Blvd, Titusville, FL 32780 321-264-5185
Driving Directions to the Sanctuary:
From I-95 Northbound: take SR-407 Exit 212 east 2.7 miles to
SR-405 intersection. Turn right onto SR-405 and go east 1.9
miles (the Sanctuary entrance is on the left 0.4 miles past Sisson Road)
From I-95 Southbound: take SR-50 Exit 215 east. Turn left onto SR 50 and
turn right onto SR-405 (2nd light) Travel 3.6 miles (the Sanctuary entrance is
on the left 0.4 miles past Sisson Road)
From U.S. HWY 1: go west 0.5 miles on SR-405 in south Titusville.
Sanctuary entrance is on the right.

Florida Native Plant Society
For membership information, address change: P. O. Box 278, Melbourne, FL 32902-0278
Phone: 321-271-6702; Fax: 321-951-1941; Email: Info@fnps.org/www.fnps.org
Sea Rocket Chapter mailing address: 444 Columbia Blvd, Titusville, FL 32780

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING WILL BE AT A
NEW LOCATION

⭐New Meeting Location⭐
Sept 22, * 6:30pm social time * 7pm meeting
UF/IFAS Extension Brevard County
3695 Lake Dr, Cocoa 32926

Watch the newsletter and emails for more details, including
dates and times!
It’s going to be great to see everyone!

Be sure to check out the bi-monthly newsletter of the Florida Native Plant Society

Located online at : http://fnps.org/resources/sabalminor
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